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August is back to school! 
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U.S. HOUSEHOLD WEALTH IS IN A BUBBLE 
Why The Current Explosion Of Wealth Shows We   

Didn’t Learn From Our Mistakes 

By Thomas Shultz 

In most people’s minds, any      
increase in wealth is a good thing. 
Surely, only a crazy person would 
argue otherwise, right? Well, for 
today’s retirees, I’m going to make 
the unpopular argument 
that America’s post-Great       
Recession household wealth 
boom is actually a very         
dangerous phenomenon. 
 
Since the financial crisis in        
early-2009, household wealth has 
surged by nearly $46 trillion or 
83% to a record $100.8 trillion. 
This powerful increase in      
household wealth has far           
exceeded the growth of the        
underlying economy, as measured 
by the GDP. Household 
wealth should closely track the 
economy, as it did during the 20th 
century until the extreme        
boom-bust era that started in the 
mid-to-late 1990s. 
 
When household wealth tracks the 
growth of the economy, it’s a sign 

that the wealth increase is likely 
organic, healthy, and                
sustainable. When household 
wealth far outpaces the growth of 
the underlying economy, however, 
that is a tell-tale sign that the boom 
is artificial and unsustainable. The 
last two times household wealth 
growth exceeded GDP growth by  
a large degree was during the   
late-1990s (dot-com bubble)   
and the mid-2000s (housing   
bubble), both of which ended in 
tears. The gap between household 
wealth and the economy is far 
larger today than it was in the last 
two bubbles, which means that  
the coming reversion or crash is 
possibly going to be even more 
painful, unfortunately. 
 
U.S. household wealth is currently 
505% of the GDP, which is even 
more extreme than the housing 
bubble’s peak at 473%, and the 
dot-com bubble’s peak at  
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429%. Household wealth has averaged 379% of 

the GDP since 1951, so the current 505% figure is 

completely out of line, which means that a violent 

reversion to the mean (aka, another crash) is    

inevitable. To make matters even worse, the 

379% average figure is skewed upward by the  

irregular boom-bust period that  began in the mid-

to-late 1990s. When U.S. household wealth 

comes crashing down again, there is a very good 

chance that it will nosedive below its historic     

average due to how stretched it has become   

during the current bubble. 

 

What is driving the current U.S.    
household wealth bubble and why is it 
happening?  
 
The answer lies squarely with the U.S. Federal 
Reserve and its actions during and after the  
Global Financial Crisis. During the Crisis,    
household wealth plunged as stocks, housing 
prices, and bonds (aside from Treasuries)        
cratered. These aforementioned assets make up 
the bulk of household wealth, so bull markets in 
stocks, housing, and bonds lead to bull markets in 
household wealth and vice versa. When      
household wealth plunges as it did in 2008 and 
2009, consumers pare back their spending      
dramatically, which leads to even more economic 
pain. 
 
In an attempt to pull the economy and financial 
markets out of their deep-freeze, the Federal    
Reserve cut interest rates to record low levels and 
launched emergency monetary stimulus policies 
known as quantitative easing or QE. QE basically 
entails creating new money out of thin air (this is 
done digitally) and using the proceeds to buy 
mortgage-backed securities and Treasury bonds 
with the idea that the massive influx of liquidity   
into the financial system would indirectly find its 
way into riskier assets such as stocks. Even 
though the Fed only has two official mandates 
(maximizing employment and maintaining 

price stability), boosting asset prices essentially 
became their unspoken third mandate after the 
2008 financial crisis. 
 
As former Fed chairman Ben Bernanke wrote in 
2010 in which he explained (what he claimed to 
be) the virtues of the Fed’s new, unconventional 
monetary policies: 
 

Higher stock prices will boost           

consumer wealth and help increase 

confidence, which can also spur   

spending.  Increased spending will lead 

to higher incomes and profits that, in a 

virtuous circle, will further support 

economic expansion.  - Ben Bernake 
 

While the idea of having a central bank like the 
Federal Reserve boost asset prices to create an 
economic recovery may seem clever and          
admirable, it is terribly misguided because asset 
booms driven by central bank intervention are 
overwhelmingly likely to be unsustainable bubbles 
rather than genuine booms.  
 
Central bank-driven booms are very similar to 
sugar highs – a crash is inevitable once the     
substance wears off. When central banks interfere 
in markets, they create mass distortions and false 
signals that trick investors into believing that the 
boom is legitimate, even though it’s not. 
 
When the Fed holds rates at very low levels 
(which keeps borrowing costs in the economy 
low), dangerous bubbles form in asset prices and 
the overall economy. When the Fed ultimately 
raises rates, the bubble pops, which results in  
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stock bear markets and recessions. The dot-com 
and housing bubbles formed during periods of low 
interest rates and popped when interest rates 
were raised. 
 
What is terrifying is the fact that interest rates 
have remained at record low levels for a record 
length of time since the financial crisis, which 
means that the current market distortion and  
coming crisis will be even more extreme than the 
last two.  
 
Remember how extreme the current household 
wealth bubble is today in relation to the 2 most 
recent market crashes? Well, that is certainly no 
coincidence: it is a direct result of the extremely 
loose monetary conditions over the last decade. 
The Federal Reserve’s balance sheet has        
ballooned to historic highs as well, due in large 
part to the assets purchased by the central bank 
during its QE programs. Each QE program led to 
an increase in the Fed’s balance sheet and      
corresponding surge in asset prices.  
 
The three QE programs caused the Fed’s balance 
sheet to expand by over $3.5 trillion to a peak of 
approximately $4.5 trillion. Since late-2017, the 
Fed has been attempting to shrink its balance 
sheet (this is known as quantitative tightening 
or QT), which has upset the financial markets.  
 

We are currently experiencing an        
explosion of wealth on a scale that has 
never been seen before.  
 
Unfortunately, it’s not the good kind of wealth   
explosion, but the bad kind – the kind that        
precedes wealth implosions that lead to deep  
economic recessions and depressions. While 
most people are cheering this boom on and are 
delighted by the return to prosperous times, they 
have absolutely no clue what is driving it or the 
fact that it will prove to be fleeting and short-lived. 
 
 

If you are like most investors, the U.S.         
household wealth bubble means that your OWN 
investments, wealth, and retirement funds are   
extremely inflated and exposed to grave risk of 
another crash.  
 
We all know how easy it is to forget the pain of the 
last market crash but unless you want to           
experience it again, you have to do things         
differently. 

 
DEFINITION OF INSANITY: 

Doing the exact same thing over 
and over again, expecting a        

different result. 
 

There is no better time than the present to   
assess where your retirement portfolio was  

in 2009, where it is today and ultimately  
where you want it to be 10 years from now. 

 

IS YOUR FINANCIAL ADVISOR 
REALLY A FUDICIARY? 

 

FIND OUT WHAT A “FUDICIARY”        
REALLY IS AND HOW TO TELL IF YOUR 

CURRENT INVESTMENT COMPANY 
ACTS IN THIS CAPACITY 

 

(480) 626-0296 

CONTACT US TODAY TO 
SCHEDULE A CONFIDENTIAL 

ASSESEMENT   
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Clients of the Month  

Emma S. referred by  Joseph P. 

Gloria V. referred by Rebecca L.   

Pete & Rose C. referred by Mike K. 

Carol F. referred by Leonard P. 

Victor G. referred by Belinda R. 

Carol B. referred by Mike & Denise K. 

Anna L. referred by Sara & Paul G. 

Albert T. referred by Maxine A. 

Berta V. referred by Josephine E. 

Jerry D. referred by Olga & Matt R. 

Frank W. referred by Luis & Olivia R. 

Maria D. referred by Antonia T. 

Sam & Sara S. referred by Crystal M. 
 

We appreciate your referrals! 

Your referrals are gifts to whomever you refer. By making a referral, you 

are giving them a chance to make a difference in their financial future. 

Thank you for helping spread the LYFE Advisors message. 

MEET OUR TEAM  

Salwa  

Hermansen 

Insurance  

Advisor 

Charles  

Sandoval 
Insurance  

Advisor 
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Health Care Hacker  
Hack #2 

I have the inside scoop on why it is of utmost 
importance to review your Part D drug plan every year. 

The first thing that you need to know before we go 

any further is your Part D plan will change every 

year. Sometimes, in a galaxy far, far away the 

plans and benefits improve year after year, but 

other times ... Well, let's say "Good Luck." We will 

say that it is a safe bet to check the plans you 

currently have with a dedicated Medicare advisor 

each year between October 15th and December 

7th. That is your Annual Enrollment Period, or 

AEP, as it has become known to many    

Medicare-eligible people.  

 

Now there is one great resource that anyone 

can use, and it is free and relatively user-friendly. 

The site is known as Medicare.gov. Now 

Medicare.gov is a government-facilitated website 

designed to be a shepherd of those turning 65 

and older to research a litany of different topics. 

Things ranging from enrollment periods, cost 

analysis for different plans, time frames for signing 

up, what to watch out for, and a slew of more 

general information that is useful in an overall 

consumer approached search. The quest for 

answers seems never-ending, but Medicare.gov 

remains a quasi-harbor in the tempest for        

free, unbiased knowledge while pertaining to Part 

D Plans. 

 

I once had a client who did not heed the 

aforementioned advice, and he was not interested 

in a review of his current PDP plan. After a 

steadfast conversation, he merely said, “I’m 

Good.” What we did not know is that he had 

added another prescription to his monthly list. So, 

he let his plan roll over year to year without 

informing me of the change or searching 

Medicare.gov on his own. That omitted 

prescription was a Tier 3 drug on his previous 

plan, and he was paying $45 a month at CVS. I 

received a call just two months into the next 

calendar year because he was quite unpleasantly 

surprised. 

 

When he went to receive his refill, they no longer 

covered his drug on their formulary. He would 

have to pay the cash price. The cash price was 

$864 a month. I don’t know about you but adding 

almost $10,000 to my annual drug cost for one 

prescription would ruffle some financial feathers  

in my camp. I ended up helping him file an 

appeal, and he got the drug accepted on his   

plan, but as a Tier 5. It was 8xs more expensive 

year after year. One quick peek on    

Medicare.gov with myself, a licensed advisor, 

would have shown him that there were many 

other viable and more cost-effective options        

in his area for that year. 

 

Medicare does not have the authority to negotiate 

drug prices for their beneficiaries leaving millions 

of older Americans at risk. There is no continuity 

in the market, and it seems to be a Turkish  

bizarre type scene every increasing year. That 

creates price gouging, and it 

is rampant and repeating, and 

only becoming more blatant 

as prescription costs rise 

across all regions. 

Cont. next page 
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The Senior Citizen League reported that a  

monthly supply of the diabetes drug Lantus      

Solostar, for example, ranges from a high of 

$682.00 from the mail-order pharmacy of First 

Health Part D Value Plus plan to a low of $77.75 

from the network retail pharmacies for SilverScript 

Choice, a difference of $604.25 per month. These 

are based on 2017 numbers, but I was struck at 

the disparity in the price of the same drug across 

different carriers. 

 

Many factors go into the drug pricing on plans 

across the country. It has to do with the proximity 

of your zip code 

as well as the 

pharmacy you 

choose. Is it     

Generic Vs. Brand 

or a capsule or a 

tablet? How is it 

administered? 

There are so 

many deciding 

factors that we 

have no idea why 

or what creates 

the figures for 

your prescriptions until we input the data. We 

know how to manage them properly with plan 

choices after we have the whole picture. 

 

However, have hope because there are steps that 

you can take to combat your economic output and 

become a watchdog for yourself.  

 

We implore you to use Medicare.gov in            

conjunction with a seasoned advisor to project an 

estimated drug cost for the upcoming year. You 

will be rest assured knowing the actual cost of 

what a prescription is, what plan covers it the 

most comprehensively, and why they are charging 

you the amount on your receipt, and at the end of 

the  

 

day, a licensed professional has your back          

in the process. 

 

We cannot effectually bring down the cost of the 

rising tide of prescriptions dollar figures. Robin 

Hood rode off long ago and never returned.    

Man, oh man we miss that guy. What we can     

do is empower you as a consumer with the 

knowledge and tools to work within the system    

to maximize your spending power and keep    

more money in your pockets. You deserve at  

least that, and the drug companies most           

certainly do not. 
 

Save on, 

ARE YOU OVERPAYING 

FOR YOUR  

PRESCRIPTION DRUG 

PLAN? 

 

GIVE US A  

CALL AT 

(480) 626-0296 
 

FIND OUT HOW MUCH 

MONEY YOU COULD 

BE SAVING PER 

MONTH IN 2019! 
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THE CONSERVATIVE APPROACH 
 

MY RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS NEED PROFESSIONAL 

MANAGEMENT. BUT WHERE AND HOW MUCH? 

From an average investor’s perspective, the 
marketplace might seem like it's naturally 
segmented into specific categories. There are the 
online brokers for the investors that want to have 
complete control over their investments, 401(k) 
investors that exclusively use their employer-
sponsored retirement accounts as their entryway 
into the markets, and investment management for 
those that prefer to work with a financial 
professional to help them reach their financial 
goals.  For the investors that take the 
professionally managed route, loaded mutual 
funds are the most popular choice of investments 
as they provide access to professional money 
management for those willing to pay the 
associated mutual fund load fees. However, 
managed accounts are an alternative to loaded 
mutual funds that allow investors to work with 
financial professionals while avoiding the 
restrictions of typical retail mutual fund investing. 
In fact, using a managed account can dramatically 
increase the number of investments and 
investment types available to an investor. 
 
Managed Account Basics 
 
When you open a managed account with a 
financial advisor or investment manager, you’re 
entering into a contract where the financial 
professional serves as a fiduciary. In simpler 
terms, that professional must always act entirely 
with your best interests at heart and legally cannot 
allow third parties to influence their advice.  From 
an investment perspective, rather than paying 
front-end loads or similar fee schedules on retail 
mutual funds, a wrap fee is attached to your 
assets where a particular percentage of those 
assets being managed by the financial 
professional is paid as a commission. Using this 

type of fee schedule, the advisor is incentivized to 
maximize performance in your accounts since 
their fee will rise along with greater asset values.  
Also, since you are not relegating yourself to an 
individual fund family to minimize mutual fund 
load expenses, you can use the entire spectrum 
of the investment landscape.  This includes most 
fund families, ETFs, individual stocks and bonds, 
and a variety of other choices all within the 
managed accounts without worrying about load 
fees. 
 
Pros and Cons of Managed Accounts 
 
The fiduciary obligations involved with a managed 
account obviously work in an investor’s favor 
since the advice they are given should be free of 
outside influence. Also, as previously stated, 
managed accounts significantly expand the 
number and scope of investments available.  
However, that is not to say that managed 
accounts are appropriate for everyone. From a 
cost-efficiency perspective, it is absolutely 
possible for a typical, retail-oriented, loaded group 
of mutual funds to be more cost-effective over the 
long run, particularly as more assets are 
accumulated that trigger higher breakpoints and 
lower costs.  When deciding whether or not to use 
managed accounts, it is important for every 
investor to weigh these pros and cons to see 
which option is most appropriate for their specific 
needs.  
  
LYFE Advisors can help find the right mix of 
professional and personal management for you.  
 

Dustin M. Graham, CRPC 
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AUGUST Quiz 
Question 1:  

The Forces Sweetheart was a     

nickname given to which 1950’s    

female star?  

 

a.  Rosemary Clooney   

b.  Vera Lynn 

c.  Kay Starr 

 

Question 2:  

The “Girl Can’t Help It” and “Catalina 

Caper” starred which music star?  

 

a.  Little Richard 

b.  Buddy Holly 

c.  Chuck Berry 

 

Question 3:  

The “Glory of Love” was the first   

major hit for whom?  

 

a.  The Coasters 

b.  The Flamingos 

c.  The Five Keys 

Answers for July 
 
Question 1: The “Big O” was the 

nickname given to which star? 

 
a. Roy Orbison 
 
Question 2: The “Chicken and the 
Hawk” and “Flip, Flop and Fly” were 
hits for which singer? 
  
c. Big Joe Turner 

 
Question 3: The film “Beyond the 

Sea” was about which 1950’s singer? 

 
c. Bobby Darin 

Sudoku 

July Sudoku Solution 
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When President Lyndon B. 
Johnson signed Medicare   
into law 53 years ago, he 
promised seniors that illness 
would no longer “crush and 
destroy the savings that they 
had so carefully put away  
over a lifetime so that they 
might  enjoy dignity in their 
later years.” During the 
ensuing decades, Medicare 
has fulfilled that promise — 
today providing some 60 
million Americans with the 
very  health security and 
dignity  that President  
Johnson envisioned. 

Medicare has been an 
extremely efficient deliverer   
of health care — with 2% in 
overhead compared to at  
least 17% for private 
insurance.   Yet, private 
insurers who wanted a     
share  of the Medicare   
market believed that they 
could   deliver the same 
coverage for less. Their first 
attempt in the late 
90's, Medicare Plus Choice, 
fell flat.  It turns out they 
couldn't do what they 
promised. In 2003, the 
Medicare Modernization Act 
(MMA) signed into law by 
President George W. Bush 
created Medicare Advantage 
(MA). 

Instead of expecting these  
high-profit insurers to compete 
on a level playing field with 
traditional Medicare, the MMA 
offered generous subsidies to 
the tune of about 14% 
more per enrollee than 
traditional Medicare to entice 
insurance 
companies back into the 
Medicare market.  The 
Affordable Care Act began 
reducing these subsidies in 
2010. Today, about 1/3 of 
Medicare enrollees are in 
Medicare Advantage.  

Under the Trump 
administration, the playing 
field between the two forms of 
Medicare is far from flat. In 
fact, the pro-private sector 
policies of the Centers for 
Medicare and Medicaid 
Services (CMS) under the 
leadership of director Seema 
Verma tilt decisively toward 
private Medicare Advantage 
plans — to the detriment of 
traditional Medicare.  

In the fall of 2017, CMS rolled 
out an outreach and 
enrollment toolkit that did not 
even mention traditional 
Medicare as an option for new 
enrollees. Instead, the toolkit 
urged agencies  

Medicare’s anniversary is the right 
time to level the playing  

field with private insurance  

Cont. next page 
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who counsel beneficiaries to “support a          
competitive marketplace of privatized health plans 
by encouraging competition.” A draft 2018      
Medicare handbook was plagued by the same  
bias. 

In February, 15 U.S. Senators sent a letter to 
CMS expressing concern over a fall 2017 request 
for information (RFI) regarding a “new direction” 
for Medicare’s Innovation Center, containing    
ambiguous language that suggested a shift       
toward privatizing Medicare. 

During the course of 2018, CMS has rolled out a 
series of shiny, new benefits for Medicare         
Advantage plans to offer enrollees largely at the 
urging of the big insurance companies hoping to 
capture more market share. These new benefits 
include free gym memberships, Uber             
transportation to doctor’s offices, low-cost hearing 
aids, a mobile dental clinic and a “grocery on 
wheels” — that are not available to traditional 
Medicare beneficiaries. 
 
While Medicare Advantage plans can now offer 
these new benefits, the majority in Congress has 
refused to expand traditional Medicare to cover 
much-needed expenses like dental, hearing, and 
vision care.  Legislation introduced by             
Congressional Democrats to enact these changes 
has languished under Republican control. The 
Trump administration has refused to put any  
muscle behind such expansions for the 41 million 
Americans in traditional Medicare. 

The administration’s apparent bias toward      
Medicare Advantage is not merely a Washington 
insiders’ issue. It directly impacts the health care 
of seniors. Part of the problem is that Medicare 
Advantage attracts younger and healthier         
enrollees, leaving older and sicker patients in   
traditional Medicare. 

If left unchecked, this trend will drive up the costs 

of traditional Medicare and further strain the    
system’s finances. Indeed, the new “goodies” that 
Medicare Advantage can now offer tend to        
intensify this disparity — as they are more        
enticing to younger seniors and less important for 
older ones. 
 
Meanwhile, CMS has failed to highlight some of 
the disadvantages of Medicare Advantage. Unlike 
traditional Medicare, beneficiaries are limited to a 
fixed network of doctors and other providers. That 
may not matter as much for younger and healthier 
seniors. But as these patients age and develop 
acute or chronic conditions, they may not be able 
to access preferred doctors and specialists. 

If those older subscribers try to switch from    
Medicare Advantage to traditional Medicare, they 
may be unable to obtain adequate supplemental 
insurance (known as “Medigap” coverage), which 
has limited guaranteed issue periods. Patients 
with pre-existing conditions who want to move 
from Medicare Advantage to the traditional      
program may have an even harder time obtaining 
a Medigap policy.  This is not to say that Medicare 
Advantage isn’t a reasonable choice for some 
seniors. But enrollees searching for their best  
personal options — not just for now, but for the 
long-term — deserve accurate, unbiased          
information from their government. The Trump  
administration should not be putting its thumb on 
the scale in favor of private plans at the expense 
of traditional Medicare. 

The President and his allies in Congress also 
shouldn’t propose budgets that cut $500 billion 
from the program, as their 2019 spending        
proposals most certainly do. At this year-and-a-
half mark of the Trump Presidency and 53rd     
anniversary of Medicare, the administration’s 
stewardship of this program does not live up to 
the promise of President Johnson’s words or the 
cherished program that he signed into law.  
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Gender Age Plan Carrier Premium* 

Female 65 F Renaissance Life $128.24 

Male 65 F AARP United Healthcare $131.78 

Female 65 G GPM Health & Life $104.67 

Male 65 G AARP United Healthcare $111.57 

Female 65 N Greek Catholic Union $84.20 

Male 65 N AARP United Healthcare $87.23 

Female 66 F Renaissance Life $128.24 

Male 66 F AARP United Healthcare $138.58 

Female 66 G GPM Health & Life  $104.67 

Male 66 G AARP United Healthcare $117.34 

Female 66 N Greek Catholic Union $84.20 

Male 66 N AARP United Healthcare $91.76 

Duration Institution Yield to Maturity* 

1 year Safra Bank 2.51% 

2 year Virtual Bank 2.81% 

3 year Citizens Access 3.00% 

4 year Citizens Access 3.05% 

5 year Connexus CU 3.25% 

Duration Institution Yield to Maturity* 

3 year Oxford Life 2.85% 

4 year Oxford Life 3.25% 

5 year Atlantic Coast Life 4.00% 

7 year Atlantic Coast Life 4.19% 

10 year Sentinel Security Life 4.20% 

Medicare Supplement Rates 
Lowest Medicare Supplement Rates 

For 85258 Maricopa County 

Interest Rates 

Highest CDs and Share Rates 
Highest National Rates 

Highest Fixed Annuity Rates 
Highest Arizona Rates 

Rates are accurate at the time of production. Included in the list 

are fraternal organizations, and service organizations and 

carriers with ratings above B+. 

*Source: CSG Actuarial effective dates 7/28/2018 

Rates are accurate at the time of production. We include banks  

and federal credit unions in our national search. All have FDIC or 

NAFCU Insurance. *Source: BankRate.com 07/28/18 

Rates are accurate at the time of production. Excluded from the 

list are fraternal organizations, service organizations, and carriers 

with ratings below B *Source: AnnuityRateWatch 07/28/18 

Visit us Online at www.AZMedicare101.org 
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NEW LONG TERM CARE RESEARCH!!! 
 

4 Ways To Pay For Long-Term Care  
If You Can’t Afford Insurance 

A senior who turned 65 in 2017 could incur an 
average of $138,000 in long-term care 
costs, according to a 2017 study published by the 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. 
The study estimates that half of seniors will need 
care, and 1 in 7 seniors will require long-term care 
services for five years or more. 
The statistics are concerning for workers who are 
already struggling to save money for basic needs 
in retirement, let alone expensive health care 
services. However, experts say ignoring the 
problem isn't the right response. 
The consensus is that no matter the solution, 
when it comes to long term care you are going to 
pay one way or another! 
Workers can prepare for long-term care expenses 
by buying insurance or investing money. If they 
don't buy or invest early on, they'll have to find 
another way to pay. While public programs like 
Medicaid can help, it might not be wise to count 
on the government to pick up the tab entirely. 
 
Here are 4 ways to pay for the long-term care 
costs that might be in your future. 
 

1.  First, check if a long-term care  
insurance policy is available.  
Don't assume long-term care insurance is 
financially out of reach. Some experts say to buy 
a long-term care insurance plan at age 50 or 60, 
but others say to consider buying it a lot younger. 
A consulting firm providing administrative support 
to long-term care insurance providers estimates a 
40-year-old couple can buy coverage for both 
spouses for $1,433 per year. While long-term care 
policies can be customized, at that price, the 
couple would get a plan intended to provide five 
years of care with an annual 3 percent inflationary 
increase in benefits. That same plan may have an 

annual premium of $1,948 if bought at age 55 or 
$2,202 if purchased at age 60. Though these 
prices are representative of market premiums, 
actual pricing will vary by insurer and depend on 
selected coverage levels and features. 
The key to insurance is making sure the 
underwriting is done right the first time. Older 
policies become too expensive because they 
used faulty assumptions about the care people 
would need. The policies on the market today use 
claims data from the older long-term care policies 
to create pricing that is intended to be more stable 
in the long run. 
 

2. Add a rider to an existing life      
insurance policy.  
Even if you can afford long-term care insurance, 
you might not qualify for it. To stabilize prices, 
some companies have tightened eligibility criteria 
to exclude those with multiple health conditions 
such as diabetes, cognitive impairments or 
orthopedic issues. 
In that case, another option is to add a rider to a 
life insurance policy. Most policies issued today 
have an option to attach an accelerated benefit 
rider, where you can use a portion of your death 
benefits for [long-term] care. 
 

THERE HAS NEVER BEEN A BETTER 

TIME TO START PLANNING THAN 

RIGHT NOW.   
CONTACT LONG TERM CARE SPECIALIST MICHELLE 

BONITTO FOR MORE INFORMATION 

 

(480) 626-0296 

Cont. next page 
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Depending on the rider's language, early benefits 
might be accessed once someone is deemed   
terminally ill, diagnosed with a cognitive            
impairment or meet other criteria. The benefits are 
usually capped at a specific percentage of the 
death benefits and anything paid out for long-term 
care is deducted from the amount given to      
beneficiaries after the policyholder passes away. 
Most insurers offer this rider option to customers. 
These riders aren’t free and on average add five 
to ten percent to a life insurance policies premium. 
However, some insurers may include them as a 
standard provision in all policies. 
 

3. Use personal savings.  
Self-insuring is essentially saving up enough  
money to pay for out-of-pocket care, and it's     
another way to pay for long-term care costs. This 
can be done by setting aside a portion of an     
investment plan to pay for future care. While no 
one can know for sure if they will need long-term 
care and how much it will cost, most seniors can 
sit with a financial planner and come up with an 
educated guess. These days, it’s easy to find data 
on the average costs per year, per state.  For   
instance, the 2017 study published by the U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services found 
most people need less than two years of         
long-term care services and setting aside $95,000 
may be enough to meet average costs. 
 

4. Medicaid.  
When all other options are exhausted, the       
government will help pay long-term care costs, but 
not in the way many people expect. Most people 
think Medicare will pay, and it doesn’t.  While 
Medicare will pay for some nursing home care  
after a hospitalization, that coverage is limited, 
and after 100 days, Medicare beneficiaries are 
totally on their own. 
However, Medicaid will pay for ongoing long-term 
care needs. The catch is that a person must     
deplete almost all financial resources first.      
Medicaid eligibility varies by state, but typically 
seniors can't have more than $2,000 in liquid    
assets. While many states exclude one vehicle, 

principal residences and small life insurance    
policies from their Medicaid eligibility criteria,    
estate recovery laws allow for these assets to be 
seized after a senior's death to reimburse the  
government for the cost of a person's care. 
One of the biggest drawbacks of using Medicaid 
to pay for long-term care is the fact that not every 
facility accepts Medicaid patients and only        
traditional nursing homes are covered. If Medicaid 
is your only option, you don't get to choose where 
to live, and assisted living is not available. 
Regardless of how you plan to pay for long-term 
care, experts urge people to write down their 
wishes and share them with family members.  
Otherwise, relationships can be irreparably    
damaged as children and other relatives grapple 
with how to take care of an ailing loved one.  
 
Long-term care costs will be a reality for most 
Americans, but you have options. Determine 
what works best for you and your family long 
before it's time to make tough decisions about 
where and how long-term care will be          
provided. 
 

Michelle Bonitto 
Long Term Care Planning Specialist 

DID YOU KNOW YOU 

COULD RECEIVE LTC 

BENEFIT CHECKS TAX 

FREE? 

 
GIVE US A CALL AT 

(480) 626-0296 
TO FIND OUT HOW  
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Medicare Workshops 
1 Hour Presentation - Everything you need to know 

about Medicare. We explain how Medicare works 

and what you can expect before you choose! 

THIS PRESENTATION HAS BEEN APPROVED BY MEDICARE 

Fountain Hills Library 

Conference Room 

12901 N. La Montana Dr. 

Fountain Hills, AZ 85268  
Tuesday, August 21st  

6:00pm to 7:00pm 

Mesa Red Mountain Library 

Roadrunner Room 

6837, 635 N Power Rd. 

Mesa, AZ 85205 
Thursday, August 23rd 

 5:30pm to 6:30pm 

Chandler Sunset Library 

Monsoon Room 

4930 W Ray Rd. 

Chandler, AZ 85226  
Thursday, August 23rd  

 1:30pm to 2:30pm 

Mesa Dobson Ranch Library 

Meeting Room 

2425 S Dobson Rd  

Mesa, AZ 85202  
Monday, August 20th 

  1:30pm to 2:30pm 

Mesa Dobson Ranch Library 

Meeting Room 

2425 S Dobson Rd  

Mesa, AZ 85202  
Wednesday, July 25 6:30pm to 7:30pm 

Fountain Hills Library 

Conference Room 

12901 N La Montana Dr  

Fountain Hills, AZ 85268  
Thursday, August 16th 

1:30pm to 2:30pm 

Mesa Main Library 

Board Room 

64 E 1st Street 

Mesa, AZ 85201 
Monday, August 20th 

 5:30pm to 6:30pm 

Mesa Red Mountain Branch Library 

Program Room 

635 N Power Rd 

Mesa, AZ 85205 
Thursday, July 26 1:30pm to 2:30pm 

Mesa Dobson Ranch Library 

Meeting Room 

2425 S. Dobson Rd. 

Mesa, AZ 85202 
Wednesday, August 22nd 

 5:30pm to 6:30pm 

Fountain Hills Library 

Conference Room 

12901 N La Montana Dr  

Fountain Hills, AZ 85268  
Thursday, July 26 5:30pm to 6:30pm 

Mesa Red Mountain Library 

Roadrunner Room 

6837, 635 N. Power Road 

Mesa, AZ 85205 
Tuesday, August 21st  

 1:30pm to 2:30pm 

Mesa Main Library 

Board Room 

64 E 1st Street 

Mesa, AZ 85201 
Wednesday, August 22nd 

 1:30pm to 2:30pm 

 

Or call us to reserve your  

FREE SEAT at  

(480) 405-8444 

 

Register online at  

AZMedicare101.org 
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Medicare Workshops 
1 Hour Presentation - Everything you need to know 

about Medicare. We explain how Medicare works 

and what you can expect before you choose! 
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Downtown Chandler Library 

Meeting Room 

22 S. Delaware St. 

Chandler, AZ 85225 
Monday, August 27th 

  5:30pm to 6:30pm 

Mesa Dobson Ranch Library 

Meeting Room 

2425 S Dobson Rd  

Mesa, AZ 85202  
Wednesday, July 25 6:30pm to 7:30pm 

Tempe Ironwood Library 

Meeting Room 

4333 E. Chandler Blvd. 

Phoenix, AZ 85048  
Monday, August 27th 

1:30pm to 2:30pm 

Mesa Red Mountain Library 

Roadrunner Room 

6837, 635 N. Power Road 

Mesa, AZ 85205 
Tuesday, August 28th 

 5:30pm to 6:30pm 

Mesa Red Mountain Branch Library 

Program Room 

635 N Power Rd 

Mesa, AZ 85205 
Thursday, July 26 1:30pm to 2:30pm 

 

Fountain Hills Library 

Conference Room 

12901 N La Montana Dr  

Fountain Hills, AZ 85268  
Thursday, July 26 5:30pm to 6:30pm 

Chandler Hamilton Library 

Program Room 

3700 S. Arizona Ave. 

Chandler, AZ 85248 
Wednesday, August 29th  

 1:30pm to 2:30pm 

Tempe Pyle Recreation Center 

Globe Room 

3500 S. Rural Rd. 

Tempe, AZ 85282 
Wednesday, August 29th 

 5:30pm to 6:30pm 

 

Or call us to reserve your  

FREE SEAT at  

(480) 405-8444 

 
Register online at  

AZMedicare101.org 


